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This paper takes a critical look at the managerial abilities and traits/skills 
of small scale business owner-managers (Chief Executive Officers) in the 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) subsector of the 
Nigerian economy. The objective is to identify a new approach to effective 
management competencies that these ‘owner-managers’ can seek now and 
in the future for the expansion and growth of the subsector. The design and 
plan of the research methodology follows the work of a US-based executive 
search firm-Heidrick and Struggles. Critical job traits/skills of about one 
hundred Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) of identified small-scale ICT 
businesses, and their descriptions were examined. The job descriptions 
(competencies), through structured questionnaires, were presented to the 
CEOs to rank from “essential” to “not essential” and to “nice-to-have”, 
covering competencies used in the past, being used in the present and 
desired in the future. The data generated were analyzed using the simple 
mean method. The aim was to extract some signals about how ICT owner-
managers’ leadership traits/skills are evolving. One theme that ran 
consistently through this finding was the requirements that all small-scale 
ICT CEOs should shift towards integrated, broader and technology-driven 
business acumen and greater leadership traits/skills in informational, 
financial, marketing, human resources hiring and general counseling 
expertise. In other words, the technical and functional expertise matter 
less than leadership traits/skills and a stronger grasp of business 
fundamentals today and in the future.  
 
Key words: ICT, competencies, integrated small business ICT CEOs, leadership 
traits/skills, business acumen. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Improving management practices is a key focus for many 
organizations across all sectors of the economy.  Effective 
management (simply defined as the art of managing 
properly) is a unique approach that has led many 
organizations to its successes.  However, there are no one-
fit-it-all management practices; the trends vary by function, 
geography and industry, and of course, company.  One fact 
remains true: the basic principles must be applied. 

Effective management practices are driven by a range of 
factors, including the need to improve the efficiency of 

business processes, the demand of compliance regulations, 
and the desire to deliver new services.  Entrepreneurs 
(owner-managers) need to know and appreciate these 
critical success factors to move their businesses forward. 
 
Problem statement 
 
The fact that every economic sector in Nigeria has 
undergone considerable reforms in the past two and half 
decades, and  is  still  undergoing  more reforms  (One of the  
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major reforms resulted to the GSM revolution in August, 
2001),it should  have dawned on Nigerian Authorities that 
business enterprises have not grown at commensurate rate 
with the reforms.  It is a known fact that developments in 
the reform agenda so far, have ingrained mergers, 
consolidations, recapitalizations, globalization, and ushered 
in varied innovative business environments.  They have set 
the pace for more economic products and regulated 
environment.  All these present opportunities as well as 
threats to the management of businesses, especially small 
businesses, now and in the future for Nigeria. 

With the rapid developments in the ICT subsector of the 
manufacturing and service sectors of the Nigerian economy, 
small businesses, which are in the majority and more 
flexible has become more important.  Their operations are 
responsible for generating more than 50% of the gross 
domestic product (GDP) of nations (Trung, 2010).  Different 
from the large enterprises, small businesses are faster, 
easier to change and adapt easily to market demands and 
economic pressures.  They are the engine of innovation, 
efficiency and prolific job creators, the seed of big 
businesses and the fuel of national economic engine. 

The characteristic of easy adaptation to changes by small 
businesses is a factor inherent in today’s fast growing ICT 
subsectors of market economies.  Nigeria is often identified 
as the fastest moving economy and is one of the most 
advanced ICT markets in Africa.  It has the largest 
population in Africa with a veritable ground for the 
conception and nurturing of small businesses in ICT 
subsector for greater economic growth.  

It is obvious to know that small business projects in ICT 
have a poor track record of growth success in Nigeria.   
Most existing projects are struggling to deliver and 
integrate into the business environments.  It is not out of 
place to ask the question:  How do managers of ICT 
businesses in Nigeria prepare themselves to move up?  
What abilities should they have to focus on developing their 
enterprises, functions and jobs?  And what skills should 
these managers hone as they strive to reach the next level? 
This paper identifies managerial abilities and skills that 
small businesses in the ICT subsector of the Nigerian 
environment can seek now and in the future. 
 
Objectives of the paper 
 
This paper draws together a number of critical success 
factors in management practices available to potential and 
existing ICT small businesses in Nigeria.  Specifically, the 
paper takes a look at the critical traits/skills of ‘owner-
managers’ (chief executives) past, present and future, and 
other peculiarities, in the small-scale ICT businesses.  And it 
suggests a new approach to effective management of small-
scale businesses in the ICT world of Nigeria. 
 
Significance of the paper 
 
The  paper is  significant  in  many  respects. It  is  needed to 

 
 
 
 

prepare potential and existing entrepreneurs in the ICT 
subsector of Nigeria to embrace peculiar professional 
procedures and factor-inputs necessary for effective 
management practices and deliverance in their 
organizations.   It is expected that the contents of this 
paper, in the spirit of theoretical academic pursuit, will aid 
the authorities in policy designs and execution.  Also, it is 
expected to present a platform for further researches for 
the up-coming students of business and economics. 

 
Scope and limitations 

 
The paper does not provide an exhaustive list of critical 
success factors, but does offer a series of traits peculiar to 
Nigeria that can be used to guide the management of small-
scale ICT businesses to the path of success, to grow from 
‘smallness’ to  big corporate entities.  From the outset, it 
must be emphasized that this paper is not about ICT, and 
the traits/skills prescriptions are unavoidably speculative.  
Rather, the paper is about management strategies that can 
improve the growth of small-scale ICT business in Nigeria.  
The key goal is to help these organizations to succeed and 
grow. 

 
Organization 

 
The paper is organized in sections.  Following section 1 is 
section 2 which examines the general concepts and 
characteristics of a typical small business.   Section 3 looks 
at the growth trends of ICT subsector of the Nigerian 
economy.  Section 4 takes a critical look at the theoretical 
issues in effective ‘owner-manager’ traits and skills.  
Section 5 examines the research methodology. Section 6 
presents the findings, while section 7 is the discussion of 
findings. Section 8 offers some concluding remarks. 

 
General concepts and characteristics of a typical small 
business 

 
There is no universally accepted definition of a small 
business.  This emanates from the fact that a small business 
differs from one nation to another; from one region of the 
world to another; from one-time period to another; and 
from one level of economic development to another.  In 
effect the term ‘small’ business in Brazil may be relatively 
‘big’ in Taiwan.  What is ‘small’ in Nigeria may be ‘big’ in 
Togo or Sierra Leone.   

To fully appreciate the dynamic nature of what is 
considered a small business, a number of definitions and 
features have been used at different time periods and 
circumstances by different promoters.  They are: 
 The US Small Business Administration (SBA), 

between the late 1980s and early 1990s, defines a small 
business as one that is independently owned and operated; 
one not dominant in its field of operation. One whose 
annual receipts do not exceed US$5million in special trade 



 
 
 
 
  and construction or US$ 8million in service 

industry, and meets certain specified criteria for the SBA – 
sponsored loan programme. 
 The governments of the Far East countries – China, 

Hong-Kong, Taiwan, Japan, South-Korea, Indonesia, etc – 
define a small firm as one whose annual turnover, on the 
average, does not exceed US$3million and the capital 
invested is generally below US$1million.  
 In Europe, particularly in the UK and Germany, the 

annual turnover of a small business does not exceed the 
maximum as in the US and the Far East countries. 
 The Nigerian Companies and Allied Matters Decree, 

S.351(1) of 1990 defines a small company as : 
- a private company having a share capital 
-the amount of its turnover for that year is not more 
N2million or such amount as may be fixed by the 
Corporate fairs   Commission; 
- none of its members is a member of government, 

corporation or agency or its nominee; and  
- the directors between them hold not less than 5% of its 

equity share capital(CAMD,1990). 
 In the 1991 CBN Credit Guidelines (CBN Monetary 

Policy Circular, No. 25,1991), it states that a small business 
is for the enjoyment of Commercial and Merchant banks’ 
loans, is one whose capital investment does not exceed 
N5million (including land and working capital) or whose 
turnover is not more than N25million.   
 For the purpose of enjoying tax incentives in the 

fiscal years of 1995 and 1996, the federal government 
defines a small business in the manufacturing sector as 
“one that makes a turnover of not less than N1million” 
(Editorial, Business Times, 1995). 
 Later in 1996, the National council on Industries 

defines a small business as “one with capital investment of 
between N7 million and N40 million, and a labour size of 
between 11 and 35 workers” (Editorial, NIDB News Letter, 
1996). 
 In 2002, the CBN in collaboration with banks, 

introduced the Small and Medium Industries Equity 
Investment Scheme (SMIEIS) and defined a   small business 
a small business according to its peculiar purpose. In the  
same year, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) 
defines a small business as “one with between 10 and 50 
employees, having total assets  of about US$100,000 to 
US$3 million and a total annual sale of the same   amount 
(CBN, 2002).   

From the foregoing, it is obvious that the definition of a 
small business adheres to the needs and circumstances to 
which a government, a corporate body or a financier is 
interested to accomplish.  The time period, the state of the 
local currency, political situations, etc., can make or mar the 
efficacy of a given definition of a small business.  However, 
one fact is clear – a small business has the promise to 
develop into a thriving self-sustaining global firm.  A small 
business in the ICT subsector of Nigeria, is one that adapts 
to one of the definitional profiles as stated above. In this  
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paper, a small ICT business in Nigeria can even be the one 
operating with less than N1million in capital outlay but 
with some workers. 
 
The growth trends of ICT sub-sector in Nigeria 
 
Nigeria’s information and communication technology (ICT) 
subsector is growing in leaps and bounds. The success in 
the Nigerian ICT subsector has taken internet penetration 
to over 45 million users.  This subsector is a high potential 
for job creation and revenue generation; contributing 
significantly to the GDP. 

It is on record that ICT made its first appearance in 
Nigeria in 1963, in connection with the analysis of the 
1962/63 national census data.  In the 10 years between 
1963 and 1973, the total population of computer in the 
country stood at 20-25 million, with 6 or so of this being 
associated with the multinational companies.  By 1977 the 
total number of installations had grown to around 27.  It 
was by this time that many Universities, Government 
Departments and Parastatal organizations, began to show 
interest in computers. 

The fierce competition and revolutions in the ICT 
subsector in the later parts of 1990s and 2000s, have led to 
more aggressive marketing policies, and a gamut of ICT 
small and medium-scale industries and services in internet 
provisions, telecommunication equipment and services, 
media and broadcasting, libraries and documentation 
services, commercial information providers, net-work-
based information services, etc. 

The internet and GSM revolutions between 1995 and 
2006 changed the face of ICT in Nigeria.  The emergency of 
varied private telephone operators (PTOs), such as 
Globacom, MTN, Airtel, Etisalat, etc., has brought in millions 
of mobile and fixed lines into the country.  Indeed, these 
developments have been truly explosive. The fact that this 
subsector, including related industries in the small, medium 
and large-scale, are growing at a very fast pace and have 
remained stable in the past 1½ decades, and there is the 
need to expect more growth.  The focus must be on efficient 
resource allocation, management and leadership of the 
subsector for future and sustainable product, process, 
investment, globalization and cost efficiency development. 

 
Conceptual issues in effective management systems in 
small-scale ICT business 

 
The small-scale ICT subsector is what Karamchandani et al. 
(2011) call “the bottom of the pyramid’’ subsector that is 
highly motivated to engage with the population.  It is the 
subsector that leads innovation charge in the Information 
Technology (IT) services for the underserved.  

According to Donahoe (2011), the sub-sector is a 
consumer industry - the core mission is to connect buyers 
and sellers.  The ‘owner-managers’ must aim at improving 
their firms’ core values and ensure that they are  positioned  
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to succeed in today’s and tomorrow’s world.  The focus is 
greater on customers and on driving innovation in the 
subsector than any other firm. 

The theoretical approach to effective management in 
small-scale ICT sub-sector is a situational (contingent) one 
that integrates principles, concepts, culture and 
behavioural knowledge to achieve results.  Obviously, 
knowledge of the basic principles and techniques of 
management can have a tremendous impact upon the ICT 
subsector. 

The need for a clear concept of management and for a 
framework of related theory and principles was recognized 
many years ago by such early practical scholars of 
management as Henry Fayol, Chester Barnard, Abraham 
Maslow, and others (Koonz, et al., 1980). Adam Smith, in his 
1759, work recognizes the profound interdependent 
management between business and society, and how that 
interdependence relates to long-term value creation 
(Koonz, et al., 1980). 

The trends of management skills required by managers, 
according to Boris et al (2011), vary by function, geography 
and industry and, of course, by company.  Theoretically, 
identifying the skills that companies seek now and for the 
future is essentially divided into two – the roles managers 
assume and the functions managers perform. 

Mintzberg (1971) studied managers at work and 
classified their work roles as follow: 
 Interpersonal: The manager functions as the 

figurehead (receiving important visitors); leader 
(motivating and encouraging subordinates) and liaison 
(establishing a network of relationships with outside 
persons to bring information and favour to the company, 
etc.) 
 Informational: The manager acts as the nerve 

centre (receiving much of the non-routine information 
coming into his organization, etc.); disseminator 
(transmitting much of the information received to 
subordinates, etc); and spokesperson (transmitting 
information about the organization to outsiders, etc.). 
 Decisional: The manager acts as the entrepreneur 

(acting as an initiator and designer of controlled changes in 
the organization, etc); disturbance handler (dealing with 
non-routine problems, etc); resource allocator (allocating 
monetary and nonmonetary resources of the firm, etc); and 
negotiator (making frequent negotiations with outsiders in 
matters affecting the organization). 

The second way to managerial work is to focus on the 
functions – planning, organizing, motivating and controlling 
– that a manager performs. The manager mixes the two 
approaches in modern day managerial work. 

According to Boris et al,. (2011), in their research on the 
new path to C-Suite, technical and functional expertise 
matter less than leadership skills ( the managerial roles) 
and a strong grasp of business fundamentals.  In this case, 
the owner-manager is  the   chief information   officer (CIO),  
the   chief   finance   officer  (CFO), chief   human   resources 

 
 
 
 

officer (CHRO) - the designer of a succession plan and a 
talent structure that will provide a competitive edge, chief 
marketing and sales officer (CMSO), chief supply-chain 
management officer (SCMO), general counsel (GC), and the 
chief executive officer (CEO) of his firm.  

Bryan (2012) argued that a finding which ran 
consistently through his study was that managerial work 
had shifted toward business acumen and “softer” 
leadership skills.  The technical skills are merely a starting 
point, the bare minimum.  The trend is toward a general 
business orientation over a functional orientation.  It is 
against this background – general business orientation and 
a stronger grasp of business fundamentals – that this paper 
explores a new path to the management of a small-scale ICT 
business in Nigeria. 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

Managing a small-scale ICT business in Nigeria for a future 
growth cannot be as easy as people might believe.  There 
can be many systems to integrate, a substantial range of 
business needs to meet, manpower and cultural issues to 
address. The design of this paper follows the work of a US - 
based executive search firm - Heidrick and Struggles 
(2010). Their work examined hundreds of executive 
profiles developed over 10 years, and interviewed 
numerous CEOs in selected cities.  In the search profiles, 
Heidrick and Struggles identified the critical traits of senior 
executives, past, present and future, and combined data 
analysis with studies of job descriptions created by the 
company. 

This paper, identified critical job traits for Senior 
Executives, past, present and future requirement designed 
to focus on the themes in small-scale ICT businesses’ 
descriptions (see appendix I), and on how the firms ranked 
various job competencies from “essential” to “non 
essential” and to “nice-to-have” (see appendix II).  The data 
was analyzed using the mean system of analysis.  Note, the 
survey selected 100 CEOs of small-scale ICT businesses 
within Aba, PH, Lagos and Abuja. Using primary survey 
method in each of the functional job descriptions to say 
what the jobs were in the past, what they are today, and to 
speculate about what the future holds for the positions.  
The aim is to extract some signals about how ‘owner-
managers’ jobs are evolving.  Online interactions and 
physical visits were used to reach the respondents.  The 
cities were chosen because of their strategic positions and 
the fact that they are largely populated by ICT businesses. 

The ‘owner-manager’ of a typical small-scale ICT business 
is recognized in this paper as the integrated CEO of his 
business, who is not only the CEO in the first instant, but 
the CIO, CMSO, CFO, CHRO and GC (see appendix I). 
 
Data analysis 
 
As    pointed   out   earlier,  the  mean  method was  used   to 
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Table I. The Evolving Chief Information Officer (CIO) 
 

S/No Job Description              e ne n-to-h 
Mean  X  

Remarks 

1. Viewing business holistically across job functions 40 0 60 2.60 accepted 
2. Big-global picture thinking 45 00 55 2.55 accepted 
3. Exclusively attuned to how technology could generate competitive 

advantage 
 
28 

 
02 

 
70 

 
2.68 

 
accepted 

4. Growth in job systems & functions 40 53 07 1.54 not accepted 
5. More focus on globalization 40 00 60 2.60 accepted 
6. Rise in the mix of IT leadership skills & management functions 35 00 65 2.65 accepted 
7. Expertise in IT investment and allocation of resources 30 00 70 2.70 accepted 
8. Burst of web opportunities 30 50 20 1.70 not accepted 

 

Note:  e = essential; ne = non essential; and n-to-h  = nice-to-have 

 
 
 
analyze and interpret the responses of the respondents to 
identified job competencies.  The formula of mean method 
is shown below (Adebayo, 2011): 

X  =  
N

fx
 

Where X  = Mean; fx = frequency of respondents; 

 = Summation; and N = Total number of respondents. 

   
Decision rule 
 
A mean of 2.0 [(2+1+3)/3] was taken as the basis of 
acceptance of the statement, that is, the “decision rule”.  
This method was used to ascertain the respondents’ level of 
ranking various management competencies, on the basis of 
how “essential” such competencies are to the CEO of a 
small-scale ICT business, how ‘‘nonessential’’ the 
competencies are to him, and how ‘’nice-to-have’’ the 
competencies (the future requirements) are to him. Ranks 
were assigned to the varied competencies to which the 
(100) respondents responded and the order is of the 
following: 
 essential to the manager of today (‘e’, as shown in 

the Table) = 2  
 non-essential to the manager of today ( ‘ne’, …... )            

= 1         
 nice-to-have for tomorrow’s manager ( ‘n-to-h’,…… 

)            = 3    
 
The rank of 2 shows that today the competencies are 

essential for the ‘owner-manager’. Their presence is 
sufficient and significant to sustain the firm today. The rank 
of 1 is an indication that such competencies are not 
essential for today’s ICT small business manager. Their 
presence is not sufficient enough to move the firm forward. 
The rank of 3 is very important for the future growth of the 
owner-manager and the firm. The rank is a positive forecast 
of the future of the firm in which the manager develops 
such competencies.   

FINDINGS  
 
Table 1 shows the responses garnered from CEO and 
should be in the future. The results of the analysis reveal 
that items 1,2,3,5,and 7 have mean score of 2.5  and above. 
This is a positive result, which indicates that every ICT 
small business in Nigeria should view his  or her business 
holistically across functions; think globally; attune  the job 
to be comparative; start to use the right mix of leadership 
skills; and be investment conscious. However, the era of 
thinking growth merely through job functions and systems, 
and indiscriminate opening of websites is gone. 

Table 2 shows the responses on what the marketing  and 
sales functions of CEOs of small ICT businesses were, are 
and will be in the 21st century of growth .The analysis of the 
job descriptions reveals that the items 2,5,6,7,8 and 9 have 
a mean score of 2.50 and above. Today’s CEOs should be 
thinking of integrating marketing and sales in one broader 
scope and new channels of single point of contact for IT 
businesses. Marketing skills should be managed in 
relationship to e-commerce. Transparency and wider 
customer communities and conversations should be 
promoted.  

 The Table, however, reveals that the separation of sales 
and marketing was in the past. The narrow view and sales 
overshadowing marketing cannot be the new dream of 
today’s CEOs of small- scale ICT businesses. 

Table 3 relates to the financial job functions available to 
the CEO of a small-scale ICT business. The data analyses 
reveal that items 3,4 and 8 are positive and significant, all 
having the mean score of above 2.5. The respondents 
believe that CEOs of small ICT businesses should be 
thinking global in financial operations; and establish 
financial heads that will be collaborating with other arms of 
the business to exploit new opportunities and assess their 
strategic and financial merits and risks. 

The data also reveal that today’s CEO of small-scale ICT 
business can no longer be a “bean counter” responsible 
mainly for reporting and managing cheques-and-balances. 
He cannot be a “steward”, seeing his business more through  
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Table 2. The Evolving Chief Marketing and Sales Officers (CMSO) 
 

S/No Job Description              n�ne�n-to-h�Mean  
X  

ne 

n-to-h Mean  
X  

Remarks 

1. Separating sales from marketing  38 60 02 1.42 Not accepted 
2. Integrating marketing  and sales 42 00 58 2.58 accepted 
3. Narrow view to sales and marketing 

functions 
36 56 08 1.52 accepted 

4. Sales overshadowing marketing 47 50 03 1.53 Not accepted 
5. Marketing to be expressed in broad 

scope and new channels creation. 
28  

00 
 
72 

 
2.72 

 
accepted 

6. Marketing serving as CEO’s single 
point of contact for marketing, sales 
and e-commerce 

 
32 

 
00 

 
68 

 
2.68 

 
accepted 

7. Combined roles of marketing and 
sales should be increasingly 
pursued 

 
20 

 
00 

 
80 

 
2.80 

 
accepted 

8. Skills at managing relationships 
between commercial and 
technology should be the focus for 
the future, 

 
 

28 

 
 
02 

 
 
70 

 
 

2.68 

 
 
accepted 

9. Ability to promote transparency 
and manage customers’ 
communities and public 
conversations 

 
30 

 
01 

 
69 

 
2.78 

 
accepted 

 
 
Table 3: The Evolving Chief Financial Officer (CFO) 

 
S/No Job Description              n ne n-to-h Mean  X  Remarks 

1. Responsible mainly for reporting and managing cheques and 
balances 

 
43 

 
 55 

 
02 

 
1.57 

Not accepted 

2. Narrow purview of accounting, financial and quantitative skills. 24 68 08 1.40 Not accepted 
3. Thinking financial issues globally 40 00 60 2.60 Accepted 
4. Financial Head collaborating with others to find new opportunities 

and assessing their strategic and financial merit risks 
 
27 

 
00 

 
73 

 
2.73 

 
Accepted 

5. Financial functions viewed in terms of narrow background 
experience in other areas 

 
31 

 
69 

 
00 

 
1.13 

 
Not accepted 

6. A narrow view of financial risk management should be pursued 27 73 00 1.27 Not accepted 
7. Seeing financial business more through an accounting lens than 

through strategy and value- creation lenses 
 
28 

 
67 

 
05 

 
1.38 

 
Not accepted 

8. CEO confines financial duties to his office 41 59 00 1.41 Not accepted 
9. Partnering with non- financial green areas of business on growth 

initiatives and international expansion 
 
20 

 
00 

 
80 

 
2.80 

 
Accepted 

 
 
strategy and value-creation lenses. Financial risks cannot 
be viewed as narrow functions in terms of interactions with 
financial markets, mergers and IT experiences. 

Table 4 shows the human resource management job 
descriptions and analyses for evolving CEOs of small-scale 
ICT businesses. The results reveal that items 1,2,4,5,6 and 7 
have a mean score of 2.5 and above. This is a positive result 
which shows that evolving CEOs of this subsector in Nigeria 
should be aware of the cultural and demographic 
differences in hiring, and be ready to apply technology in 
labour acquisition. They must develop the ability to manage 
their personnel for sustainability and succession. Employee 
compensation and performance should be built into 

governance structure. Today’s CEO of a small-scale ICT 
business must understand that a well motivated employee 
brings innovation (change management) to bear on the 
growth of the organization. The era of managing personnel 
on the basis of personal policies and cultural initiatives has 
gone (as indicated in result 3).  

Twenty years ago, with some rare and notable 
exceptions, the general counsel role was not a powerful or 
influential one among CEOs of firms; this is also applicable 
to Nigeria (see Table 5, item 2, with a mean score of 1.34 far 
below the standard mean score of 2.5). The items 1 and 3 
mean scores of 1.8 and 1.30 respectively fall short of the 
standard mean score. This indicates that the CEOs of small- 
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Table 4. The Evolving Chief Human Resources Management Officer (CHRMO) 

 
s/no Job Description n Ne n-to-h Means      

X  
Remark 

1. Understanding cultural differences and shifting 
demographics in hiring 

35 00 65 2.65 accepted 

2. Understanding the technology of cross-border acquisition 35 05 60 2.55 accepted 
3. Managing personnel on personal polices and cultural 

initiatives 
30 68 02 1.30 Not accepted 

4. Should develop abilities to work with  personnel to manage 
succession 

20 01 79 2.78 accepted 

5. Should develop abilities to apply technology in recruitment 40 00 60 2.60 accepted 
6. Should improve building compensation and performance into 

governance structure 
42 00 58 2.58 Accepted 

7. Recognizing HRO as a change manager 30 00 70 2.70 accepted 

 
 
Table 5. The General Counsel 
 

S/No Job Description  N ne n-to-h Mean            
X  

Remark  

1. Seeking legal officers to help analyze rising risk 
management   

60 30 10 1.80 Not accepted 

2. Legal requirement is not influential  30 68 02 1.34 Not accepted 
3. In-house legal advice can be assumed  30 70 00 1.30 Not accepted 
4. Visible experience in managing internal legal functions  29 03 68 2.65 Accepted  
5. Ability to read and analyze regulators and watchdog 

agencies 
17 00 83 2.83 Accepted  

6. Bringing in top lawyers on the board of the firm to discuss 
new initiatives 

30 00 70 2.70 Accepted 

7. Understanding new environmental regulations and green 
conditions 

24 01 75 2.74 Accepted  

8. Partnership with top lawyers at high-level advisory role 58 12 30 2.18 Accepted 
9. Ability to exhibit strong external network to curry 

government favour (where necessary)  
23 02 75 2.73 Accepted 

 
 
 
scale ICT companies in Nigeria are not seeking outside legal 
advice and not even conducting in-house legal counsel. To 
them, it is not necessary to do so. 

However, items 5,6,7,8 and 9, having mean score above 
2.5, indicate that ICT small-scale businesses in Nigeria are 
aware that there is heightened attention to risk 
management which has broadened the role of managing 
internal legal functions.    There is the need to partner with 
top lawyers and even bring them into the boards of the 
firms. Also, there is the need for CEOs of the firms to begin 
to read and analyze regulators, and to understand the legal 
environments in which they operate. External reputation 
and a robust outside network –in particular, connections 
with government agencies and authorities – will often tip 
the scale in a given candidate’s favour. 
 
 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
 
The awareness and confirmation of small-scale ICT Chief 
Executive Officers (CEOs) would lead to a new age of 

industry. This is consistent with management theorists’ 
views, just as Jacquard’s automatic loom in 1801 or Taylor’s 
studies of the principles of scientific management a 
hundred years later marked turning points in business 
history (Immelt, 2012). The fact that small firms are playing 
in a global economy, where competition is tougher, 
customers are more demanding, and the pace of change is 
faster, the CEOs must be open to cutting-edge leadership 
skills. 

The generally positive and significant “nice-to-have” (or 
desires and expectations) responses are the motivations 
CEOs of small-scale ICT businesses need to act, be 
persistent and more creative when confronted with 
obstacles. While it is certainly possible to try the act-learn-
build strategy when a desire is not present, it will not be 
much fun, and a CEO’s success will be significantly 
compromised (Schlesinger et al., 2012). This is a 
confirmation of this study finding that CEOs of small-scale 
ICT businesses in Nigeria must be business strategic; 
involving a wide range of functions, and directly addressing 
the ecosystem challenges. 
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One of the focuses of this study is in the area of identifying 
future management competencies of CEOs of small-scale 
ICT businesses. The responses are consistent with a basic 
model for assessing executive potential, developed by Egon 
Zehnder International, depicted in the exhibit, “The 
Essentials of Executive Potential”, which are knowledge, 
skills, leadership assets (drives, insight, resolve, 
understanding, etc) and motives (Claudio et al., 2011). If 
people are the most important assets, as enthused by Egon 
Zehnder International, then the positive and significant 
responses by the respondents’ “nice-to-have” compensation 
of staff is consistent. 

This study is consistent with the research efforts of 
Zenger et al. (2011) on leadership competencies that are 
cross-sectional and integrated among CEOs of owner-
managed firms. In their simple guide to becoming a far 
more effective leader, they discovered an integrated CEO, 
who engages in the business equivalent of cross-training- 
honing, a complementary skill which makes his expertise 
more apparent and accessible to all. This is also consistent 
with Fayol’s 1916 general principles of management (Hicks 
and Gullett, 1981). 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The new path to effective management practices in ‘owner-
managed’ ICT business is useful in understanding the role 
of ‘owner-managers’ of the most evolving subsector of the 
Nigerian ICT economy, which is the process of boosting 
macroeconomic growth and vice-versa. The responses from 
the respondents imply that they are aware of their present 
and future challenges with respect to the requirements for 
integrated and fundamental business management 
competencies. 

The trend towards a general business orientation over a 
functional orientation should aid CEOs of small- scale ICT 
businesses to move up and expand. They should be active in 
senior leadership skills, be team- oriented, capable of 
multitasking continuously and leading without rank. They 
should be able to resist stress and make sure that their 
subordinates do not burn out. They should be open and 
broad in action and outlook, to satisfy their customers, 
subordinates and the society. 
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APPENDIX 1-Identified critical Job traits of CEOs past, present, and future CIO (Chief Information Officer) New Requirement 
for the CIO 

 
Past  Present  Future  
Growth in the firm Burst of web opportunities Ability to view  
Growth  by experience  Seeking new strategic ways to apply 

technology 
Regional boundaries  

Detail-oriented  Use of internet  Big – picture thinking  
Logical, sequential thinkers  With technology itself  Concerned with technology  
 Managing projects well  Itself but attuned to him it could generate 

competitive advantage 
More focused on leadership and often 
effectiveness  
Globalization dealing with integrating and 
standardizing processes  
Managing the right project well expertise 
in investment allocation  
Mix of skills increases 

 
 

CMSO (Chief Marketing & Sales Officer) 
 

Past  Present New Requirements 
Narrow sales & making fn 
Sales & marketing remain separate 
fns. 
Sales overshadow marketing in B2  

Marketing & sales still remain 
separate from the broadened scope of 

firm and new  channels 
Sales continue to overshadow 

marketing in B2B. 
Lines b/w marketing, and sales 

continue 
Combined roles of marketing & sales 

are increasingly prevalent 
Chief commercial office being created 

- Well integrated marketing and sales 
organ. 

- Marketing is the order of the day, 
expressing the most broadened scope 

and new channels. 
- Marketing should serve as the CEO’s 
single point of contact for marketing, 

sales and e-commerce. 
- Sophisticated tech. know-how, 

assume distribution becomes more 
channel neutral. 

- Skill at managing relationships 
between commercial and technology 

executives. 
- Crisis and reputation mgt skills. 

- Ability to promote transparency and 
manage customer communities & 

public conversations 
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CFO (Chief Finance Officer) 
 

Past  Present New Requirements 
- a been counter, responsible mainly 
for reporting the nos .measuring 
performance with integrity and 
accuracy, and managing the 
company’s checks-and-balances 
processes. 
- narrow purview of accounting and 
financial acumen, including 
quantitative skills. 
- duties confined mostly ;to a depts.  
- CFO was country-centre  
CFO saw business more through an 
accounting lens than through strategy 
and value creation lenses. 
Risk mgt was very obscure. 
Finance job demanded narrow 
background experience in capital 
market, mergers, etc. 
Manages finances, reducing costs, and 
putting in place the appropriate 
controls 

- finance issues today are kept even 
beyond country boundaries.  
- managing a firm’s finance has become 
increasing complex. 
- firms now have head of account  that 
team up  
-CFO helps CEO and business heads 
with new opportunities and assesses 
their strategic and finance merits, and 
risks 
- risk mgt is at core of business of 
finance officer 
- finance job demand experience in 
cap. Mgt, mergers, IT, managing 
external stakeholders and investor 
communication and functional 
operations 
- will be  involved in strategic thinking  
- a major contribution to the firms 
competition advantage  

- should operate around the globe 
- should partner with non-financial 
area of business on growth initiatives 
and international explanation. 
- should need both a commercial 
sensibility and a global mind-set. 
- should manage through real-time 
operational and financial data and 
analyses.  

 
 

CHRO (Chief Human Resource Officer) 
 

Past  Present New Requirement 
Managing personnel on personal 
policy and  cultural initiatives. 
Narrow acknowledgment that talent 
of personnel is not integral to 
competitiveness 
Compliance, risk, and executive 
compensation belong to CEO. 

Broader acknowledgement that 
managing talent is more complicated  
HR becomes broader part of the 
organization. 
Cross-border acquisition of personnel.   

Understanding of cultural differences 
,and shifting demographics  
Ability; to work with personnel to 
manage succession. 
Ability to understand the technology 
of recruitment 
Expertise in building; compensation 
and performance into governance 
structure  
Skill at marketing HR position to the 
rest of the organization. 
Understanding the need for personnel 
development system. 
HRD recognized as change mgt leader.   

  
 

C (General Counsel) Job Requirements 
 

Past  Present New Requirements 
Not a powerful or influential job 
requirement.  
Keeping eye on regulatory compliance  
Assuming in house legal adviser to 
firm. 

Seeking legal officers because of 
heightened attention to risk mgt. 
Bringing in top lawyer to board to 
discuss new initiatives so that risks 
would be thoroughly analyzed before 
rollout. 

Experience in managing internal legal 
functions ability to negotiate with 
regulators and watch dog agencies. 
Capability to exhibit strong external 
network – in particular, connections 
with govt. agencies to garner favour. 
Bring lawyers in as business partner 
as high-level advisers 
Knowledge of new environmental 
regulations and green consideration. 
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APPENDIX II - Structured Questionnaires in ‘sentences’ and ‘phrases’  
Rank the job requirements in order of managerial needs of owner-manager of ICT small biz in Nigeria: Tick “ √ ” for “essential”, 
“X” for “nonessential” and “+” for “nice to have”. 

 
On Information Job 

 
 Job Requirements  Essential Non-essential Nice to have 
1. Viewing business holistically across Job function  √  + 
2. Big, global-picture thinking  √  + 
3. Exclusively attuned to how tech. could generate competitive 

advantage   
√ × + 

4. Managing project well    
5. Logical, sequential thinking     
6. More focused leadership & organizational effectiveness                                                                             
7. Growth in job functions and through the system  √ × + 
8. More focus on globalization  √  + 
9. Rising mix of leadership skills & mgt functions √  + 
     
10. Managing the right project well     
11. Expertise in investment & allocation of resources  √  + 
12. Burst of web opportunities  √  + 
13. Highly concerned with technology itself     
14. Detail-oriented jobs      

 

 
On Marketing and Sales Job  
 

 Job Requirements  Essential Non-essential Nice to have 
1. Sales must be separated from marketing  √  + 
2. It must be well integrated marketing –and- sales organization. √  + 
3. It must be narrow approach to sales and marketing function. √ × + 
4. Sales should overshadow marketing in business    √  + 
5. Marketing should be expressed in broad scope and new channels  √  + 
6. Marketing should serve as the CEO’s single point of contact for 

managers 
√  + 

7. Sophisticated technology, as some distribution becomes more 
channel neutral  

   

8. Combined roles of marketing and sales are increasingly prevalent √  + 
9. Skill at managing relationships between commercial and technology 

executives is for the future. 
√ × + 

10. Crisis and reputation management skill is for the future    
11. Ability to promote transparency and manage customer communities 

and public conversations. 
√ × + 
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C.  On Finance Job  

 
 Job Requirements  Essential Non-essential Nice to have 
1. Responsible mainly for reporting and managing cheques-and-balances 

of the firm 
√  + 

2. Narrow purview of accounting, financial quantitative skills and acumen.  √ × + 
3. Thinking of financial issues far beyond the country’s borders     
4. Should be thinking of operations around the globe √  + 
5. Managing the firm’s increasingly complex finances      
6. Confining financial duties mostly to his office √   
7. Having a head of accounting that team up with the CEO    
8. Finance office helping CEO and business heads find new opportunities 

and assessing their strategic and financial merits & risks 
√  + 

9. Should partner with non-financial areas of business on growth 
initiatives and international expansion  

√  + 

10 Should need both a commercial sensibility and a global mind-set   + 
11. Should manage with real-time operational, financial data and analyses    
12. Risk management is at core of business     
13. Should see financial Job as demanding broader background experience 

in capital market, mergers, IT, etc.  
   

14. Finance job demanding narrow background experience in other 
disciplines  

√   

15. Risk management should be obscure    
16. Seeing business more through an accounting lens than through strategy 

and value-creation lenses 
√  + 

  

 
D.  On Human Resource Management Job  
 

 Job description   Essential Non-essential Nice to have 
1. Should understand cultural differences and shifting demographics in 

hiring  
√  + 

2. Having broader knowledge that managing talent is more complicated.    
3. Recognizing HR management as a broader part of the organization.    
4. Understanding the technology of cross border acquisition of personnel. √ × + 
5. Compliance, risk and personnel compensation belong to CEO.    
6. Managing personnel on personal policies and cultural initiatives   √  + 
7. Should develop the ability to work with personnel to manage succession √ × + 
8. Should develop the ability to apply technology √  + 
9. Should be expertise in building compensation and performance into 

governance structure   
√  + 

10. Understanding the need for personnel development     
11. Recognizing HRO as change manager and leader. √  + 

 
 
E.  On General Counsel Job 
 

 Job description   Essential Non-essential Nice to have 
1. Seeking legal officers to help analyze rising risk management  √  + 
2. Legal requirement is not influential  √  + 
3. In-house legal advice is assumed. √ ×  
4. Should be experienced in managing internal legal functions. √  + 
5. Should be able to read and analyze regulators and watchdog agencies. √  + 
6. Bringing in top lawyers on the board of the firm to discuss new 

initiatives  
√  + 

7. Should understand new environmental regulations and green 
considerations 

√ × + 

8. Partnering with lawyers at high-level advisory role √ × + 
9. Ability to exhibit strong external network to get government favour 

where it is necessary. 
√ × + 

 


